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With implications that should alarm tax contro-
versy practitioners and their clients, in Schaeffler v.
United States1 the U.S. District Court for the South-
ern District of New York denied a taxpayer’s peti-
tion to quash an IRS summons for a tax opinion
issued by an accounting firm. The court’s finding
that the tax opinion was not entitled to work
product protection significantly undermines the
application of that doctrine.2 Although the court
denied the petition to quash, it later granted the
taxpayer’s motion to stay enforcement of the sum-
mons pending appeal to the Second Circuit.

A. Facts

1. The acquisition. The taxpayers seeking to quash
the administrative summons were Georg F. W.

Schaeffler and a German-based affiliated group of
companies — owned primarily by Schaeffler —
known as the Schaeffler Group, which manufac-
tures and distributes bearings and other automotive
and industrial components. In the summer of 2008,
the group made a tender offer to buy shares of
Continental AG (Conti), a German supplier of au-
tomotive and industrial parts. While the Schaeffler
Group intended to acquire less than half of Conti’s
outstanding shares, the stock market downturn in
the fall of 2008 precipitated a much different result
— ultimately, almost 90 percent of Conti’s share-
holders accepted the tender offer for €70-€75 per
share. The Conti acquisition cost the Schaeffler
Group €11 billion, with funding provided by a
consortium of banks (the Bank Consortium) that
had pledged to finance the tender offer from the
outset.

The continuing stock market plunge, however,
hit Conti especially hard. Over the next six months,
Conti’s share price nose-dived from approximately
€74 in August 2008 to €11 in February 2009. Given
the unexpected result of the tender offer and pre-
carious economic conditions, the Schaeffler Group
was concerned about whether it could service the
debt to the Bank Consortium. The Schaeffler Group
knew it needed to undertake substantial debt refi-
nancing and corporate restructuring measures.
2. The tax memo. Because of the complexity of the
tax issues raised by the proposed refinancing and
restructuring, Schaeffler3 hired, among other advis-
ers, Ernst & Young (EY) to provide tax advice.4 As
set forth in the declaration submitted to the court,
Schaeffler sought advice because he ‘‘expected,
from the earliest planning stages of the refinancing
and restructuring, that an IRS audit and possible
dispute over at least some of the tax consequences
was very likely, if not inevitable.’’ Schaeffler also
declared that ‘‘but for’’ that expectation, he would
have not have engaged EY for its services.

As part of devising a debt and restructuring plan
in 2008 and 2009, EY prepared various memoranda

1No. 1:13-cv-04864 (May 28, 2014).
2The court also discussed and rejected the taxpayer’s argu-

ment that the tax practitioner privilege was not waived under
the common interest rule because of the disclosure to banks
financing the transaction. As indicated in the briefs, that was a
secondary argument. The common interest issue is discussed
below but is not the focus of this article.

3Although the petitioners in the case include both Schaeffler
and the Schaeffler Group, for convenience we hereafter refer to
the petitioners collectively as Schaeffler.

4While Schaeffler also hired outside legal counsel to provide
legal advice in connection with the refinancing and restructur-
ing, that legal advice was not the subject of the privilege
dispute.
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and other tax analyses that identified the potential
U.S. tax implications of that plan. Specifically, EY
prepared a memorandum (EY tax memo) that con-
tained ‘‘analysis and advice concerning the U.S.
federal tax treatment of various aspects of the
Schaeffler Group’s 2009 and 2010 restructuring and
refinancing, including an analysis of the possible
challenges by the IRS discussing in detail the statu-
tory provisions, Treasury regulations, judicial deci-
sions, and IRS rulings relevant to various aspects of
the transactions.’’ Eventually, ‘‘due to the magni-
tude and complexity of the issues . . . and because
of the anticipated audit and the potential contro-
versy with the IRS,’’ Schaeffler sought a private
letter ruling from the IRS. In August 2010 the IRS
ruled in favor of Schaeffler’s proposed ‘‘core tax
treatment of the refinancing and restructuring mea-
sures.’’

3. Sharing the tax memo. In connection with the
plan, the Bank Consortium agreed to subordinate
its claims for repayment of Schaeffler’s debt to his
payment of tax liabilities. Because the tax implica-
tions of any debt refinancing and restructuring plan
could materially affect Schaeffler’s net cash flow
and assets that would otherwise be available to
repay the debt obligation, Schaeffler and his advis-
ers worked closely with the Bank Consortium when
devising the plan.

Specifically, the parties agreed to share legal
analyses — including the EY tax memo — regard-
ing the restructuring and refinancing measures.
Before doing so, however, the parties executed an
attorney-client privilege agreement. That agree-
ment expressed their desire to ‘‘share privileged,
protected, and confidential documents and their
analyses without waiving those privileges, protec-
tions, or the confidentiality of the information.’’

4. Audit. In 2012, notwithstanding the favorable
private letter ruling, the IRS examined Schaeffler’s
individual returns for 2009 and 2010, as well as the
Schaeffler Group’s returns for those same years. In
connection with the audit, the IRS issued 86 infor-
mation document requests through July 2013.
Among those requests, the IRS sought ‘‘all tax
opinions and tax analysis that discuss[ed] the U.S.
tax consequences of any and all steps of’’ the
restructuring. While Schaeffler produced tens of
thousands of pages of documents in response, he
did not produce the EY tax memo. Not satisfied
with that response, the IRS sent an administrative
summons to EY, requesting that EY provide all
documents that it had created, ‘‘including but not
limited to legal opinions, analysis and appraisals, that
were provided to parties outside the Schaeffler
Group, that relate[d]’’ to the restructuring (empha-
sis in original).

Schaeffler objected and moved to quash the sum-
mons in the U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York, alleging two independent
grounds why the sought-after legal opinions and
other confidential advice were protected from dis-
closure: (1) the work product doctrine; and (2) the
attorney-client privilege, as extended to EY under
the statutory tax practitioner privilege. Further-
more, Schaeffler maintained that neither the work
product protection nor the tax practitioner privilege
was waived when he provided the documents to
the Bank Consortium. At the request of the court,
Schaeffler submitted a copy of the EY tax memo for
in camera inspection.

B. Magistrate Judge’s Decision
The parties agreed to have the dispute resolved

by a U.S. magistrate judge. The opinion by the
magistrate judge addressed the applicability of two
different privileges: (i) the attorney-client privilege
(extended by the tax practitioner privilege); and (ii)
the work product doctrine.
1. Attorney-client/tax practitioner privilege and
waiver thereof.

a. Governing law. Although section 7602 affords
the IRS broad summons authority, ‘‘the obligation
imposed by a tax summons remains ‘subject to the
traditional privileges and limitations.’’’5 The
attorney-client privilege ‘‘protects communications
(1) between a client and his or her attorney (2) that
are intended to be, and in fact were, kept confiden-
tial (3) for the purpose of obtaining or providing
legal advice.’’6 The codified tax practitioner privi-
lege generally extends the same common law pro-
tections of confidentiality applicable to a taxpayer/
attorney communication to a communication
between a taxpayer and a federally authorized tax
practitioner.7 Because the scope of the tax-
practitioner privilege is ‘‘coterminous’’ with the
attorney-client privilege,8 courts look to the law
governing attorney-client privilege when interpret-
ing the tax practitioner privilege.9

While the attorney-client and tax practitioner
privileges can be waived if a client voluntarily
discloses a document at issue to a third party,10

disclosure does not waive either privilege if that

5Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 398 (1981) (quoting
United States v. Euge, 444 U.S. 707, 714 (1980)).

6United States v. Mejia, 655 F.3d 126, 132 (2d Cir. 2011).
7See section 7525.
8Evergreen Trading LLC ex rel. Nussdorf v. United States, 80 Fed.

Cl. 122, 135 (Fed. Cl. 2007).
9United States v. BDO Seidman, 337 F.3d 802, 810 (7th Cir.

2003).
10See, e.g., Weil v. Inv./Indicators, Research & Mgmt. Inc., 647

F.2d 18, 24 (9th Cir. 1981); In re Horowitz, 482 F.2d 72, 81 (2d Cir.
1973).
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disclosure is made between parties who are en-
gaged ‘‘in a common legal enterprise.’’11 Also
known as the ‘‘common interest’’ rule, it is an
extension of the attorney-client privilege.12 To ob-
tain the benefit of the rule, a party claiming protec-
tion must not only demonstrate that the parties
communicating ‘‘have a common legal, rather than
commercial, interest,’’ but also that ‘‘the disclosures
are made in the course of formulating a common
legal strategy.’’13 Some instances when the rule
protects sharing of privileged information include
information shared between: (i) parties to an ulti-
mately failed merger;14 (ii) counsel of joint ventur-
ers ensuring compliance with an IRS regulation and
defending their transaction against potential IRS
enforcement actions;15 and (iii) members of a con-
sortium seeking to develop a legal strategy to
minimize tax consequences in their formation of a
joint venture company.16

As noted above, the rule requires the common
interest to be legal and not merely commercial.
Thus, it ‘‘does not encompass a joint business
strategy which happens to include as one of its
elements a concern about litigation.’’17 However,
that distinction is not always clear because, ‘‘in the
area of taxation, it is often difficult to determine
where business ends and the law begins.’’18

b. Schaeffler court’s analysis: Common interest
rule. While acknowledging that distinguishing be-
tween a legal and commercial interest can be
‘‘murky,’’ the Schaeffler court declined to apply the
common interest rule to Schaeffler’s disclosure of
the EY tax memo to the Bank Consortium. The court
characterized the arrangement as ‘‘essentially’’ a
‘‘joint business strategy which happen[ed] to in-
clude as one of its elements a concern about litiga-
tion.’’19 In making that finding, the court noted that
the Bank Consortium would not likely be a co-
defendant with Schaeffler in any future litigation;
rather, any litigation against Schaeffler only con-
cerned the Bank Consortium because it could ‘‘af-
fect the debtor’s ability to perform.’’ Indeed, the

Bank Consortium’s own attorney acknowledged
that it needed access to Schaeffler’s tax information
only to assess its own ‘‘credit exposure.’’

While the court acknowledged that it had ‘‘no
doubt’’ that the Bank Consortium had ‘‘an enor-
mous stake in the tax consequences of Schaeffler’s
refinancing and restructuring decisions,’’ that stake
was ‘‘an economic one: namely, a desire that the
transactions receive favorable tax treatment from
the federal tax authorities so that the Schaeffler
Group could service its debt to the Bank Consor-
tium.’’ And a common economic interest contingent
on resolving legal issues regarding tax treatment,
the court found, does ‘‘not equate to a common
‘legal’ interest as that term is used in case law.’’ In
other words, ‘‘a coordinated legal strategy is insuf-
ficient where there is only a common commercial
interest and no identity of legal interests.’’20 Thus,
the court concluded that the common interest rule
did not apply, and thus any attorney-client privilege
or tax practitioner privilege that otherwise would
have attached to the EY tax memo was waived
when Schaeffler shared it with the Bank Consor-
tium.
2. Work product doctrine.

a. Governing law. The work product doctrine is
designed ‘‘to preserve a zone of privacy in which a
lawyer can prepare and develop legal theories and
strategy ‘with an eye toward litigation,’ free from
unnecessary intrusion by his adversaries.’’21 The
doctrine was first recognized by the Supreme Court
in Hickman v. Taylor.22 The Supreme Court observed
that to properly prepare a client’s case, a lawyer
must be able to ‘‘assemble information, sift what he
considers to be the relevant from the irrelevant
facts, prepare his legal theories and plan his strat-
egy without undue and needless interference.’’23

The work product doctrine as articulated in
Hickman was partially codified in the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure. Rule 26(b)(3) protects from
discovery ‘‘documents and tangible things that are
prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial by
or for another party or its representative.’’ Unless an
opposing party can demonstrate a substantial need
for the materials and cannot obtain their substantial
equivalent without undue hardship, materials —
whenever created — that are ‘‘prepared in anticipa-
tion of litigation or for trial’’ are entitled to work
product protection.

11See Bank Brussels Lambert v. Credit Lyonnais (Suisse) S.A., 160
F.R.D. 437, 447 (S.D.N.Y. 1995).

12See United States v. Schwimmer, 892 F.2d 237, 243 (2d Cir.
1989).

13United States v. Ghavami, 882 F. Supp.2d 532, 537-538
(S.D.N.Y. 2012).

14See United States v. Gulf Oil Corp., 760 F.2d 292, 296 (Temp.
Emer. Ct. App. 1985).

15See United States v. BDO Seidman LLP, 492 F.3d 806, 816 (7th
Cir. 2007).

16See United States v. United Techs. Corp., 979 F. Supp. 108, 110
(D. Conn. 1997).

17Bank Brussels Lambert, 160 F.R.D. at 447.
18United Techs. Corp., 979 F. Supp. at 112.
19Bank Brussels Lambert, 160 F.R.D. at 447.

20Gulf Islands Leasing Inc. v. Bombardier Capital Inc., 215 F.R.D.
466, 473 (S.D.N.Y. 2003).

21United States v. Adlman, 134 F.3d 1194, 1196 (2d Cir. 1998)
(Adlman II).

22329 U.S. 495 (1947).
23Id. at 511.
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Generally, federal appellate courts agree on the
proper inquiry to determine whether a document
was created in ‘‘anticipation of litigation.’’ Most
circuits use the ‘‘because of’’ test that asks whether
a document was ‘‘prepared or obtained because of
the prospect of litigation.’’24 The outlier is the Fifth
Circuit, which protects only documents prepared
with the ‘‘primary motivating purpose’’ of existing
or anticipated litigation.25 Absent that outlier, in
adopting the ‘‘because of’’ standard, many courts
have quoted the formulation used by Wright &
Miller’s Federal Practice and Procedure: ‘‘The test
should be whether in light of the nature of the
document and the factual situation in the particular
case, the document can fairly be said to have been
prepared or obtained because of the prospect of
litigation.’’26

While a majority of courts agree upon the test,
the challenge often faced is ‘‘to determine how to
apply [it] to the complex facts of’’ each case.27

Indeed, there is no bright-line rule to determine
whether a document was created because of the
prospect of litigation. At one end, ‘‘it is clear that
documents prepared in the ordinary course of busi-
ness, or pursuant to public requirements unrelated
to litigation, or for other nonlitigation purposes, are
not covered by the work product privilege.’’28 It is
not unusual, however, for a party to prepare a
document for more than one purpose. To that end,
material generated in anticipation of litigation will
not lose its protected status simply because it was
also used in the ordinary course of business.29 In
other words, ‘‘a document created because of an-
ticipated litigation . . . does not lose work-product
protection merely because it is intended to assist in
the making of a business decision influenced by the

likely outcome of the anticipated litigation.’’30 To
provide further guidance on that inquiry, the Sec-
ond Circuit in Adlman II declared that ‘‘the ‘because
of’ formulation that we adopt here withholds pro-
tection from documents that are prepared in the
ordinary course of business or would have been
created in essentially similar form irrespective of
the litigation.’’31

b. Adlman. Because Schaeffler is appealable to the
Second Circuit, where Adlman II is the governing
standard, the facts of Adlman II provide important
context for consideration of the Schaeffler decision.

The taxpayer in Adlman II was the vice president
of tax of a corporation that was contemplating
merging two wholly owned subsidiaries. That an-
ticipated merger was likely to produce an enor-
mous loss and tax refund, which the taxpayer
expected the IRS to challenge and result in litiga-
tion. As a result, before the merger, the taxpayer
engaged an outside accounting firm to prepare a
memorandum (the Adlman Memo) to ‘‘evaluate the
tax implications of the proposed restructuring.’’32

Very similar to the EY tax memo in Schaeffler, the
Adlman Memo provided:

detailed legal analysis of likely IRS challenges
to the reorganization and the resulting tax
refund claim; it contained discussion of statu-
tory provisions, IRS regulations, legislative
history, and prior judicial and IRS rulings
relevant to the claim. It proposed possible
legal theories or strategies for [the corpora-
tion] to adopt in response, recommended pre-
ferred methods of structuring the transaction,
and made predictions about the likely out-
come of litigation.33

The corporation proceeded with the restructur-
ing in essentially the form recommended by the
accounting firm. During a subsequent IRS audit, the
corporation refused to produce the Adlman Memo,
claiming, among other privileges, work product
protection. After the IRS issued and sought enforce-
ment of a summons, the district court rejected the
taxpayer’s claim of work product privilege ‘‘for the
sole reason that at the time of [the] creation of the
[Adlman Memo], neither the litigation nor the
events giving rise to it (the proposed merger) had
yet occurred.’’34 In Adlman I, however, the Second
Circuit determined that the district court had incor-
rectly concluded that work product could not apply

24Adlman II, 134 F.3d at 1202; accord United States v. Deloitte
LLP, 610 F.3d 129, 137 (D.C. Cir. 2010); United States v. Roxworthy,
457 F.3d 590, 593 (2006); In re Grand Jury Subpoena, 357 F.3d 900,
907 (9th Cir. 2004); Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh v. Murray
Sheet Metal Co., 967 F.2d 980, 984 (4th Cir. 1992); Simon v. G.D.
Searle & Co., 816 F.2d 397, 401 (8th Cir. 1987); Binks Mfg. Co. v.
Nat’l Presto Indus. Inc., 709 F.2d 1109, 1118-1119 (7th Cir. 1983); In
re Grand Jury Proceedings, 604 F.2d 798, 803 (3d Cir. 1979). The
First Circuit adopted the ‘‘but for’’ test but in a more recent
controversial decision applied a more rigid ‘‘prepared for use in
litigation’’ test to tax accrual litigation analysis, compare Maine v.
United States Dep’t of the Interior, 298 F.3d 60, 68 (1st Cir. 2002)
with United States v. Textron Inc., 577 F.3d 21 (1st Cir. 2009).

25See United States v. El Paso Co., 682 F.2d 530, 542 (5th Cir.
1982).

26See, e.g., In re Grand Jury Proceedings, 604 F.2d at 803.
27See United States v. Chevron Texaco Corp., 241 F. Supp.2d

1065, 1070 (N.D. Cal. 2002).
28Roxworthy, 457 F.3d at 593 (citing Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(3)

advisory committee notes).
29See, e.g., Deloitte, 610 F.3d at 138.

30Adlman II, 134 F.3d at 1195.
31Id. at 1202.
32Id. at 1195.
33Id.
34United States v. Adlman, 68 F.3d 1495, 1501 (2d Cir. 1995)

(Adlman I).
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when the document was created before the transac-
tion in question had occurred. The Second Circuit
remanded the case for it to consider whether, within
the meaning of Rule 26(b)(3), the Adlman Memo
was ‘‘prepared in anticipation of litigation.’’35 On
remand, the district court again rejected the taxpay-
er’s work product privilege claim because the
memo in question was not prepared ‘‘principally or
exclusively to assist in anticipated or ongoing liti-
gation.’’

Adlman was again appealed to the Second Cir-
cuit. At the outset, the Second Circuit asked the
question — one of first impression in that circuit —
whether Rule 26(b)(3) covered ‘‘litigation analysis
prepared by a party or its representative in order to
inform a business decision which turns on the
party’s assessment of the likely outcome of litiga-
tion expected to result from the transaction.’’36

Answering that question required the Second Cir-
cuit to determine the proper standard for applying
Rule 26(b)(3)’s requirement that a document be
prepared in anticipation of litigation in order to
qualify for work product protection. Two alterna-
tive interpretations had been provided by other
circuits: (i) the ‘‘primary motivating purpose’’ test;
and (ii) the ‘‘because of’’ test.

Adlman II adopted the latter formulation. In
doing so, the Second Circuit first explained why it
rejected the ‘‘primary motivating purpose’’ test.37 It
noted that Rule 26(b)(3) ‘‘takes pains to grant spe-
cial protection to the type of materials at issue in
this case — documents setting forth legal analy-
sis.’’38 And Rule 26(b)(3)’s purposes would be
‘‘oddly undermine[d],’’ if those documents ‘‘were
excluded from protection merely because they were
prepared to assist in the making of a business
decision expected to result in the litigation.’’39 In
other words, the Second Circuit determined that it
saw ‘‘no basis for adopting a test under which an
attorney’s assessment of the likely outcome of liti-
gation is freely available to his litigation adversary
merely because the document was created for a
business purpose rather than for litigation assis-
tance.’’40 That result, according to the Second Cir-
cuit, was ‘‘unwarranted.’’41

In contrast, the Second Circuit held that the
‘‘because of’’ formulation accorded with the ‘‘plain

language’’ and ‘‘purposes’’ of Rule 26(b)(3).42 Under
that formulation, a document should not lose pro-
tection ‘‘merely because it is created in order to
assist with a business decision.’’43 The Second Cir-
cuit, however, added a caveat: Protection would not
be available for documents ‘‘that are prepared in the
ordinary course of business or that would have
been created in essentially similar form irrespective
of the litigation.’’44 The Second Circuit remanded
the case again for the district court to consider
whether the Adlman Memo ‘‘would have been
prepared irrespective of the expected litigation with
the IRS.’’45 There were no subsequent published
decisions after the Adlman II decision.

c. Schaeffler court’s analysis: Work product doc-
trine. Before discussing Adlman II as its governing
standard,46 the Schaeffler court emphasized that, in
its view, the EY tax memo did not ‘‘specifically refer
to litigation.’’ While acknowledging that the memo
discussed ‘‘at great length’’ the arguments and
counterarguments that Schaeffler and the IRS could
make regarding the appropriate tax treatment of the
refinancing and restructuring, the court noted the
lack of a discussion of an explicit litigation strategy;
that is, ‘‘actions peculiar to the litigation process
Schaeffler or the IRS might take or what settlement
strategies might be considered.’’ In making that
observation, the Schaeffler court did not cite to
Adlman II — nor any other authority — indicating
that documentation of such an explicit strategy is a
prerequisite to work product protection under the
‘‘because of’’ test.

Turning to the governing standard, the Schaeffler
court stated that Adlman II’s formulation required a
‘‘counterfactual determination.’’ In other words,
according to the Schaeffler court, Adlman II required
courts to ‘‘imagine what ‘would have’ happened in

35Id. at 1502.
36Adlman II, 134 F.3d at 1197.
37Adlman II referred to it as the ‘‘primarily to assist in

litigation’’ formulation.
38Id. at 1199.
39Id.
40Id. at 1200.
41Id. at 1202.

42Id.
43Id.
44Id.
45Id. at 1204.
46Before reaching the merits of the applicability of the work

product doctrine, the Schaeffler court determined as a threshold
matter that Schaeffler had not waived work product protection
by providing the documents to the Bank Consortium. Citing to
the general rule that work product protection is waived only
‘‘when the disclosure is to an adversary or materially increases
the likelihood of disclosure to an adversary,’’ the court con-
cluded that no waiver had occurred here because: (i) Schaeffler
and the Bank Consortium had ‘‘similar interests at the time in
which the disclosures were made’’ (i.e., ‘‘the documents were
disclosed in furtherance of Schaeffler and the Bank Consor-
tium’s common commercial desire to avoid Schaeffler’s default
and insolvency’’); and (ii) the Bank Consortium was ‘‘contrac-
tually required to keep the disclosed information confidential.’’
Accord United States v. Deloitte LLP, 610 F.3d 129, 140 (D.C. Cir.
2010).
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a world where Schaeffler did not anticipate litiga-
tion as to the restructuring and refinancing.’’ And,
under that hypothetical scenario, the Schaeffler court
said it would assume that Schaeffler was a ‘‘legiti-
mate businessperson’’ interested in complying with
federal tax laws, even in the event there was no
audit or subsequent litigation.

The court then posed two questions. It asked first
whether Schaeffler would have ‘‘sought out the
type of tax advice provided by [EY] had he not been
concerned about an audit or litigation with the
IRS.’’ Answering that question in the affirmative,
the court found that the complexity of the tax issues
‘‘engendered the need’’ to hire EY ‘‘as well as the
need to generate the lengthy and detailed analysis
contained in the . . . Tax Memo.’’ In other words,
‘‘even in the absence of anticipated litigation,’’ the
court thought that a businessperson ‘‘would likely’’
seek out the ‘‘sort of tax advice’’ that EY provided
‘‘to ensure that advantageous tax strategies are
employed to their fullest potential.’’ Accordingly,
the court found that a rational businessperson, like
Schaeffler, ‘‘would have had to obtain the type of
legal assistance’’ that EY provided even had he not
anticipated an audit or litigation with the IRS.

The court next asked whether EY’s ‘‘advice
would have been different in content or form had it
known that no audit or litigation would ensue.’’ In
answering that question in the negative, the court
noted that Schaeffler had not presented any facts
suggesting that EY would have acted any differ-
ently.

To support its reasoning, the court found it
noteworthy that when tax practitioners give legal
advice to clients under Circular 230, they must,
according to the court, ‘‘ignore the actual possibility
of an audit — and by extension, litigation — in
opining on the tax implications of a transaction.’’
Thus, the court concluded that EY ‘‘had a respon-
sibility to consider in full the relevant legal issues.’’
Accordingly, even if the EY tax memo could be
characterized as providing an ‘‘opinion of the risks
and probable outcome of litigation or other adver-
sarial proceedings,’’ the court gave such a charac-
terization ‘‘no significance,’’ and instead concluded
that EY, even absent anticipated litigation, had an
‘‘independent responsibility’’ to engage in a legal
analysis in order to advise Schaeffler on the steps he
should take. Specifically, that independent respon-
sibility required EY to ‘‘posit what the IRS might
argue in the context of litigation and to make
judgments about who would win or lose on an
issue if it were decided in a court.’’ And the court
reemphasized that it found no instances in the tax
memo that ‘‘indicate[d] that the authors [were]
describing any particular anticipated litigation.’’

The court concluded that Schaeffler’s tax advis-
ers, even without any threat of an audit or litigation,
‘‘‘would have’ used the same methodology to ren-
der tax advice.’’ Therefore, the court found that the
EY tax memo (as well as the other responsive
documents47) would have been produced in sub-
stantially the same form regardless of any concern
about litigation. Accordingly, the court determined
that those documents were not protected from
disclosure under the work product doctrine.

d. Implications of Schaeffler for work product
doctrine. The magistrate judge reads too much into
the caveat in Adlman II that excludes from work
product protection documents ‘‘that are prepared in
the ordinary course of business or that would have
been created in essentially similar form irrespective
of litigation.’’ As explained by Judge Torruella’s
dissenting opinion in United States v. Textron Inc.48:

This proviso relate[d] to the advisory notes to
the rule, which excludes from protection
‘‘[m]aterials assembled in the ordinary course
of business, or pursuant to public require-
ments unrelated to litigation, or for other
nonlitigation purposes.’’ Fed.R.Civ.P. 26 advi-
sory committee’s note (1970). . . . [T]he best
reading of the advisory committee’s note is
simply that preparation for business or for
public requirements is preparation for a non-
litigation purpose insufficient in itself to war-
rant protection. . . . Thus, correctly formulated,
this exception should be understood as simply
clarifying the rule that dual purpose docu-
ments are protected, though ‘‘there is no work-
product immunity for documents prepared in
the regular course of business rather than for
purposes of litigation.’’ [Emphasis in original;
citations omitted.]

In Schaeffler, by creating an elaborate hypotheti-
cal with no apparent basis in the record,49 the
court’s analysis effectively swallows the rule pro-
tecting dual purpose documents and as a result,
prevents work product protection from extending
to pre-transaction legal analyses of transactions
with significant tax implications. The court stated
that any time a ‘‘sophisticated businessperson’’

47The court assumed that because the EY tax memo was the
only document described in any detail by Schaeffler in the
privilege log, the other documents listed on the log were ‘‘no
more deserving’’ of work product protection. Thus, according to
the court, the tax memo ‘‘represented Schaeffler’s best case for
application of the doctrine.’’

48577 F.3d 21, 42 (1st Cir. 2009).
49To the contrary, as referred to by the court in its opinion,

Schaeffler stated in his declaration that but for his concern about
an IRS examination EY would not have been engaged to provide
services.
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engages in ‘‘a complex financial transaction,’’ that
person will ‘‘naturally wish to obtain advice’’ on
how to structure that transaction in the most tax-
advantageous matter. That a taxpayer in that situa-
tion would have sought out some sort of advice
regarding the most advantageous tax treatment
does not mean that, absent anticipation of audit or
litigation, the advice would have been in writing or
that written advice would have included ‘‘possible
challenges by the IRS’’ or considered ‘‘at great
length the arguments and counter-arguments that
could be made by’’ the taxpayer and the IRS in the
context of an adversarial proceeding.

Moreover, there is no regulatory requirement that
would have required the EY tax memo to be pre-
pared in essentially the same form irrespective of
Schaeffler’s anticipation of litigation. Although the
court cites to the Circular 230 regulations governing
standards of practice before the IRS, the Circular
230 regulations in effect when the EY tax memo was
written would not have required EY to prepare a
written opinion in essentially the same form irre-
spective of Schaeffler’s anticipation of litigation.50

While EY may have had a responsibility ‘‘to con-
sider in full the relevant legal issues regardless of
whether they anticipated an audit and ensuing
litigation with the IRS,’’ consistent with Circular
230, EY could have provided oral or written advice
that provided its ultimate conclusions about the
federal tax consequences of the refinancing and
restructuring without including an explanation of
all of the possible IRS challenges.51

Most disturbing is that the court’s logic turns the
work product doctrine on its head. The upshot of
the court’s reasoning is, the more complex a trans-
action is, the less likely an opinion analyzing the
legal consequences of that transaction will receive
work product protection (absent mentioning a par-
ticular anticipated litigation). However, complex
transactions — with their attendant tax conse-
quences — are usually the ones that the IRS has a
penchant for targeting. And, whether administra-
tively or judicially, those transactions dispropor-
tionately result in an adversarial proceeding.

Not only do taxpayers seek opinions so that they
can execute a transaction in the most tax-efficient
manner, but also they want to obtain them before
execution because they want to know the grounds
on which the IRS could challenge the transaction in
the likely event that it ends up in an adversarial

proceeding. That is the type of dual purpose motive
that the ‘‘because of’’ test explicitly contemplates
receiving work product protection. As the Second
Circuit stated in Adlman II, there is ‘‘no basis for
adopting a test under which an attorney’s assess-
ment of the likely outcome of litigation is freely
available to his litigation adversary merely because
the document was created for a business purpose
rather than for litigation assistance. The fact that a
document’s purpose is business-related appears
irrelevant to the question whether it should be
protected under Rule 26(b)(3).’’52 A contrary view
would ‘‘impose an untenable choice’’ upon a tax-
payer: It would either (i) be ‘‘serious[ly] preju-
dice[d]’’ by being forced to turn over its
assessments of its strengths and weaknesses to its
litigation adversaries; or (ii) ‘‘decline to make [a
detailed] analysis or scrimp on candor and com-
pleteness to avoid prejudicing its litigation pros-
pects,’’ which would ‘‘subject itself . . . to ill-
informed decisionmaking.’’53

Finally, the court’s reliance on the fact that the EY
tax memo did not ‘‘specifically refer to litigation’’ or
otherwise discuss ‘‘actions peculiar to the litigation
process’’ — while placing little weight on its de-
tailed legal analysis — elevates form over sub-
stance. What additional magic language would
have satisfied the court here? If the EY tax memo
explained the strategic differences between filing a
petition in Tax Court and filing a refund suit in the
federal district court or the Court of Federal Claims,
would that have satisfied the court that the memo
discussed ‘‘actions peculiar to the litigation pro-
cess?’’ If so, those additional facts could have been
added to any client memo. And compared with the
legal analysis that the court acknowledged the EY
tax memo contained, the facts would be much less
likely considered an ‘‘evaluation’’ of the strengths
and weaknesses of Schaeffler’s case that Rule
26(b)(3) seeks to protect.54 In other words, the ruling
not only discourages advisers from providing in-
formed legal advice so as ‘‘to avoid prejudicing its
[client’s] litigation prospects,’’ but also encourages
advisers to litter memoranda with generic refer-
ences to litigation and litigation strategy. That can-
not be the meaning of Adlman II.

As noted earlier, the court’s analysis contravenes
the purposes of Rule 26(b)(3), as interpreted by
Adlman II, which stated that the rule ‘‘takes pains’’

50On June 9, 2014, the IRS issued new final regulations (T.D.
9668) in Circular 230 governing practice standards that replace
the rules for written advice in former sections 10.35 and 10.37.

51A tax practitioner could avoid the ‘‘covered opinion’’ rules
in former section 10.35 by including a disclaimer in the written
advice.

52Adlman II, 134 F.3d at 1200.
53Id.
54‘‘Each side’s informal evaluation of its case should be

protected, . . . each side should be encouraged to prepare inde-
pendently, and . . . one side should not automatically have the
benefit of the detailed preparatory work of the other side.’’ Rule
26(b)(3) advisory committee notes.
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to protect ‘‘documents setting forth legal analy-
sis.’’55 That is exactly what the EY tax memo con-
tained, as the Schaeffler court explicitly
acknowledged. The EY tax memo, much like the
Adlman Memo, contained ‘‘detailed and thorough
legal analysis’’ that considered ‘‘at great length the
arguments and counter-arguments’’ that would
likely be made by Schaeffler and the IRS. Under
Adlman II, withholding work product protection
from the EY tax memo because it was ‘‘prepared to
assist in the making of a business decision expected
to result in the litigation’’ ‘‘undermine[s]’’ the ‘‘pur-
poses’’ of the rule.56

C. Enforcement Stayed Pending Appeal

The Second Circuit will have an opportunity to
opine on the magistrate judge’s application of Adl-
man II to the Schaeffler facts. Less than 10 days after
the court denied Schaeffler’s petition to quash,
Schaeffler filed an unopposed emergency motion to
stay enforcement of the summons pending appeal
and the court granted the motion. In a memo
supporting that motion, Schaeffler argued that he
has a strong likelihood of success on the merits
before the Second Circuit, in part, because the
court’s decision ‘‘takes a narrow view of work
product protection for tax advice,’’ a view which
‘‘contradicts’’ Adlman II. Moreover, Schaeffler ar-
gued that the irreparable harm of enforcement is
‘‘substantial.’’ That disclosure would provide the
government with EY’s ‘‘mental impressions . . . on
numerous legal issues the advisors identified as
theories the IRS may advance to challenge Schaef-
fler’s tax positions, including . . . [an] analysis of the
strengths and weaknesses of both Schaeffler’s and
the IRS’s potential litigating positions, including
opinions about the risks and probable litigation
outcomes.’’ The disclosure, Schaeffler contended,
would be a ‘‘great boon’’ to the government.

Stay tuned for the Second Circuit’s clarification
of how the Adlman II standard applies to pre-
transactional tax memoranda.

55Id. at 1199 (citing Rule 26(b)(3)(B) (‘‘The court . . . must
protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclu-
sions, opinions, or legal theories of a party’s attorney or other
representative concerning the litigation.’’)).

56Adlman II, 134 F.3d at 1199.
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